
    Terry Audio - CEQ      
                    Dual Passive 6 Band Inductor Equalizer

  

*The CEQ is a 6 band inductor based discrete equalizer designed for a unique and transformative mastering and 
mix tool using a true passive EQ design for all bands. The sixth (mid cut) band is a combined active/passive 
midrange circuit that performs not only a frequency amplitude cut but also subtly adjusts the 'sonic reactivity' of 
the band. The makeup and active gain amplifiers are DC coupled internally for maximum bandwidth and punch. 
Ear-selected components are chosen at every position in the amplifier and equalizer.

*The CEQ approaches equalization in a unique 'exploded' way while at it's core using the tried and true filter 
design topologies developed by Bell Laboratories (later used in the 'Lang' and 'Pultec' circuits) as well as traditional 
60's and 70's console and mastering equalizers. An amazingly wide variety of tone can be accomplished while 
tracking – with the main sonic footprint optimized for placing on the stereo buss for the 'essence of the record' 
while mixing, as well as a wide palate for critical and colorful mastering duties.

CEQ Specs and Controls

– 6 Band EQ:
Treble Boost: 
 7 Bell: 2.5k, 4.2k, 8k, 10k (low inductance), 10k (high inductance), 13.9k, 18k. 
 5 Shelf: 18k, 15k, 10k, 5k, 1k
Treble Cut: 22k, 18k, 12k, 10k, 7.5k, 5k (shelf)
Mid Boost: 12k, 8.2k, 6.3k, 4k, 3k, 2.5k, 1.8k, 1k, 820, 680, 470, 310 (bell)
Mid Cut: 9.3k, 6.3k, 4.5k, 3k, 2.1k, 1.3k, 1k, 820, 470, 260, OUT (bell, active band)
Bass Boost: 47hz, 70, 100, 160, 200, 340 (shelf)
Bass Cut: 27hz, 50, 80, 140, 220, 480 (shelf)

– True 'Hardwire' Bypass

– Fully discrete, through hole build design throughout – no surface mount or 'modern' transistor equivalents

– Design specific capacitors used throughout each band, including heritage paper-in-foil and metalized foil

– Input Impedance > 10k, passive, single ended (unbalanced, pin 3 ground)



– Outputs selectable as single ended (pin 3 ground) or output transformer coupled (floating)

– Linear power supply (transformer based, non switching, regulated), uses +/- 24v  @ 2A

– Custom Options: Stepped Metal Film or Stepped Carbon

CEQ Design

The input stage goes directly into 5 bands of fully passive EQ, without an input buffer or 'unbalancing' amplifier 
with frequency selections and level amounts for each band. The decided 'lack' of buffering some of the passive 
circuits from the others creates a very musical interactive nature, most specifically with the Bass Cut and Bass 
Treble controls, which leads to their shelving characteristics to be 'resonant shelves' the more they are used in 
tandem. This gives slight 'peaking' just below (or above) the given -3db frequency points in unique ways for 
enhanced low end character. This is very similar to a 'Pultec' style control, except the CEQ lets the user select the 
Cut and Boost frequencies independently for greater control and craft in the low notes of the mix.

The passive Mid Boost and Treble Boost controls use the in-house designed heritage powder core toroidal inductors
- wound in house and chosen to be the most euphonic by using some classic 'Bell Laboratories' winding notes for 
both core strength and wire gauge. These bands are slightly redundant in their frequency selections at the extremes,
and are voiced different from each other at these overlap points due to the inductors, caps and Q used in the 
circuit. The treble boost selects as either bell (inductor) or shelf (no inductor), and the Q control works in both the
bell (wide or narrow) and shelf (soft or hard shelf knee).

The 'cut' midrange circuit for the CEQ was found to be much more usable when made in a pseudo active 
configuration, placed in the feedback loop of the discrete amplifier in the makeup & driver amp stage. Active, gain 
adjusting controls not only adjust frequency boost and cut but also have a subtle smoothing sound imparted to the 
music – to describe this a bit more - a 'cut' frequency in a feedback amplifier gives a slightly recessed tone due to 
lower amplifier gain at the selected EQ-  giving a smoother, lightly tighter signal that is 'tucked in' sonically to the 
mix ever so slightly. This extra effect is the secret weapon in the classic console equalizers  in the 1960's and 1970's,
and does wonders for adding 'smooth weight' while tailoring low and mid frequencies. When the cut control was 
used as a passive cut outside of the gain cell, it sounded great but didn't have the desired tone and effect that was 
needed for best musicality. (Honestly, it was a bit bland and didn't have much exciting texture due to impedance 
loading). Also, a more narrow Q was able to be obtained actively rather than passively due to circuit impedances.

Each frequency was listened to critically with a LARGE variety of different capacitors at each of the different stops 
– and ultimately, three were loved and used throughout the different bands in specific locations depending on 
frequency and location. Variables such as capacitor makeup, material, different voltage ratings, capacitor polarity 
positioning (inner vs outer foil connected), impulse tonality and 'reaction' with the inductors would were 
evaluated.

The make of resistors and passive components  as each band's controls and terminations make a very noticeable 
difference in sound and tonal nuance. Some types auditioned were 'perfect' which lead to a sterile sound. Others 
were cloudy and dull. Even still, others imparted a strange sizzle or character to controls as they were used. Only 
two different makes were found to be the right voicing – one metal film type and one carbon type.



We offer the CEQ build with one or the other for very particular mastering houses and engineers who are looking 
for either 'more' or 'less' apparent vibe. It truly depends on what you focus on, if anything, as you master and mix. 
Both sound wonderful. 

The makeup gain signal goes through only one -all discrete, DC coupled- amplifier with just one output coupling 
capacitor. The amplifier was designed in house specifically to be a general fixed gain amplifier stage with a 
particular sweet tonality for the passive/active mid cut. It requires no external ultrasonic compensation capacitor 
and runs on slightly higher current and a balanced amount of open loop gain.

For development, four different amplifiers were ultimately built after experimenting with a variety of amp 
topologies and approaches. The 4 amplifiers were staggered in complexity and refinement, ranging from an early, 
simpler 'raw' design, through eras of components and equipment to a very 'refined' discrete design with many 
current sources and output drive situations. For the CEQ, the amps chosen most by most other engineers as well as
in house was a mostly 'simpler, more elegant' amp design for some desired color when used in tandem with the EQ
itself.
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